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Abstract
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is an increasingly popular tool for studying the impact of
design interventions on the transport of infectious microorganisms. While much of the focus is
on respiratory infections, there is substantial evidence that certain pathogens, such as those
which colonise the skin, can be released into, and transported through the air through routine
activities. In these situations the bacteria is released over a volume of space, with different
intensities and locations varying in time rather than being released at a single point.
This paper considers the application of CFD modelling to the evaluation of risk from this type of
bioaerosol generation. An experimental validation study provides a direct comparison between
CFD simulations and bioaerosol distribution, showing that passive scalar and particle tracking
approaches are both appropriate for small particle bioaerosols. The study introduces a zonal
source, which aims to represent the time averaged release of bacteria from an activity within a
zone around the entire location the release takes place. This approach is shown to perform well
when validated numerically though comparison with the time averaged dispersion patterns
from a transient source. However, the ability of a point source to represent such dispersion is
dependent on airflow regime. The applicability of the model is demonstrated using a simulation
of an isolation room representing the release of bacteria from bedmaking.
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21. Introduction
Transmission of infection by airborne routes is widely recognised as key factor in the spread of
many diseases including Tuberculosis, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and
Influenza, and control strategies involving ventilation design and face masks for patients and
staff are widely advocated [1]. However, despite a growing body of evidence that aerial
transmission may be important, there is little research on strategies to control airborne
transport and environmental contamination arising from pathogens that colonise the skin, such
as Methicillin Resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA). Although MRSA is primarily transferred
via contact spread it may also colonise the nasal passages as a result of airborne contamination
[2], spreading to the skin and potentially resulting in further transfer to wounds or ingestion [3].
Since MRSA has the ability to survive for several months on hospital surfaces [4,5] any airborne
particles depositing on surfaces have the potential to create long term reservoirs of infectious
material that can be transferred by touch to new patients. Boswell and Fox [6] showed surface
contamination reduced when portable air cleaning devices were deployed, clearly indicating
that airborne transport plays a role in the dispersion of MRSA in the environment. The release
of particles contaminated with MRSA into the air may occur from the skin which is shed during
routine activities such as walking [7,8], bedmaking [9-11] and undressing and washing [7,12,13].
In such cases dispersion does not occur from a single point in space, as a respiratory release.
Instead the dispersal of bacteria will vary in spatial location and intensity depending on the
activity. Understanding this release, and the likely environmental contamination that results, is
key to developing appropriate interventions for reducing the aerial transmission of such
pathogens.
In this paper we consider the development, validation and application of appropriate
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models for evaluating the airborne dispersion of
pathogens in hospital environments due to activity. The study has three main objectives to
assess the transport model assumptions, source definition and applicability of CFD models in a
typical ward environment:
1. Experimental validation of modelling techniques for bioaerosol transport: bioaerosol
experiments are conducted in a climatically controlled chamber in order to validate the
transport simulations within the CFD model using both passive scalar and Lagrangian particle
tracking for comparison. Two different bioaerosol sources are used, a single point source and a
linear source which releases bioaerosols across its length.
2. Numerical validation of a zonal source concept: The concept of the zonal source is to
represent the complex releases of bioaerosols that vary through time and space in a real
hospital environment with an appropriate zone that encompasses the spatial volume of the
release. The source is then effectively a time averaged representation of a random source that
3moves within the zone. The methodology is numerically validated by comparing the dispersion
patterns from a steady state release of bioaerosols over a zonal source with the dispersion from
a source that traverses the space with time.
3. Sensitivity analysis in a realistic application: The geometry of the zonal source is designed to
encompass the region the bioaerosol release takes place. For certain activities the exact
dimensions of the zonal source will be difficult to define. Therefore the sensitivity of the zonal
source to the definition of size and shape was studied based on the simulation of an isolation
room. This was also compared to the sensitivity of the point source release to the injection
location to draw conclusions about the appropriateness of both source representations in
modelling pathogen dispersion
1.1 CFD modelling of pathogen dispersion
CFD modelling is an increasingly popular approach that has the potential to give some insight
into the airborne dispersion of infectious microorganisms and the effectiveness of control
strategies. Many studies focus on ventilation design and range from single and multibed ward
spaces [14-17] to high risk areas such as operating theatres [18], treatment rooms and isolation
rooms [19,20]. Other related applications include outdoor pathogen dispersion in the SARS
outbreak [21] and assessing air disinfection device performance [22]. However the validity of
such simulations relies on appropriate definition of a pathogen source and an appropriate
model for the transport of the pathogen through the air.
Pathogen transport is typically approached in one of two ways. A passive scalar model treats
airborne pathogens as a concentration that is transported with the air. Particle properties are
approximated through a diffusion coefficient, but the actual particle dynamics are not
incorporated. As such the model tends to be used for demonstrating ventilation efficacy [23]
and in the context of pathogens is regarded as acceptable for simulating respiratory diseases
where the particle size is below 2m [14,15]. The airborne pathogen concentration can easily
be presented and is ideal for showing steady state behaviour where there is a continuous
source. Alternatively the movement of individual particles can be tracked using a Lagrangian
particle tracking model. This considers the forces on particles due to their mass and
momentum, producing path lines that are dependent on particle size and density as well as the
local airflow. In theory the technique can be applied to any particle size and can also be used to
evaluate deposition patterns. The main limitation of the approach is that tracking is time
dependant and it is therefore difficult to determine steady state airborne contaminant
distributions.
Previously passive scalar validation has focused on experiments using tracer gases, with good
comparison seen for overall ventilation efficiencies for various designs [23] as well as the tracer
4distribution in a space [24,25] except very close to the source [26]. Particle tracking models
have been compared against experiments conducted over a wide range of particle sizes.
Particle mass concentration is well represented provided a large enough number of particles
are injected in the model [27,28], while good correlation with particle distribution has been
demonstrated up to 10 m [29,30] except in areas of high gradients such as close to the source
or at air inlets. Recent studies have indicated that including the effects of turbulent diffusion
through a Discrete Random Walk (DRW) model improves the predictions, with Wan et al [31]
showing good vertical and horizontal distribution of particles using a DRW approach, although
Lai and Chen [32] indicate that the model is highly sensitive to grid size particularly when
modelling particle deposition.
While these studies demonstrate the ability of both approaches to represent general
contaminant behaviour, they are not compared directly to bioaerosol dispersion, most probably
due to the difficulty in conducting such experiments. A number of studies provide indirect
evidence by showing that bioaerosols compare well to experimental particle tracers [33,34].
Some authors have also attempted to validate by comparison with microorganism deposition in
real environments such as operating theatres [35] but found that the lack of control in the
experiment and inability to incorporate the movement of people into the CFD model resulted in
discrepancies between the two. Apart from some limited data in Noakes et al [33], there is a
notable absence in the literature of clear comparisions between airborne microorganism
behaviour and CFD models conducted under controlled conditions.
The source definition is also an important consideration in a CFD model. As much of the current
literature focuses on respiratory infections, models tend to define the contaminant injection as
a point source located at the patient’s head. While this approach is appropriate in many cases it
is clearly not valid where pathogens are released over a significant spatial zone, such as the
dispersion of MRSA through activity. Some studies of operating theatres have recognised this
[18,36] and represented dispersal from the skin by a plane rather than a point source, but
offered no validation of the method.
2. Methodology
2.1 Experimental chamber and methods
Experiments were carried out in a 32.25m3 (3.35 x4.26 x 2.26m) mechanically ventilated
chamber, which is similar in size to a single bed hospital room. The chamber is operated at a
negative pressure of approximately -25 Pa and air is HEPA filtered on the supply and extract. Air
was supplied through a low level wall mounted diffuser (Inlet A, Figure 1) and extracted
through a high level diffuser on the opposite wall (Outlet A). The room was empty except for
5the bioaerosol source and sample tubes, there were no heat sources in the space and the room
air was maintained at 21(±1.1) °C and 50(±20)%RH.
Figure 1: Schematic of the controlled experimental chamber (top). Plan of the experimental
chamber showing sample points and equivalent CFD sample lines for comparison (bottom).
Bioaerosols were generated using a six jet collison nebulizer (CN 25, BGI Inc, USA) operated at
12l/min with a maintained pressure of 20psi. These were injected into the space via a 34mm
diameter plastic pipe that terminated with 3 parallel sets of 4 holes, spaced equally apart
around the pipe and located in the centre of the room to simulate a point source. A linear
source was also created using 8 repeats of the point source spread equally over a distance of
750mm. A pure culture of Serratia marcescens (ATC274) was used to create the bioaerosols.
This is a non fastidious organism that grows on general purpose media and performs
comparably with other vegetative organisms when sampled from the air during controlled tests
6[38]. The nebulised liquid was created out of a 2ml aliquot with concentration of approximately
1x109 per ml suspended in 100ml of sterile distilled water.
For passive scalar validation the chamber was ventilated at a constant rate of either 6 or 12
ac/h for 4 hours during which time the nebulizer was operated continuously. Forty five minutes
were allowed for the ventilation air and bioaerosol concentration to stabilise, then air samples
were taken sequentially from each of the 12 sampling locations (Figure 1) every 10 minutes. Air
was sampled through 5mm plastic tubes using an Andersen sampler (Anderson Instruments,
USA) and impacted onto 90mm diameter plastic agar plates filled with Nutrient Agar. These
were incubated for 24 hours at 37°C and the resulting colony forming units (cfus) were counted
and subjected to positive hole correction [39] before quantifying the concentration of Serratia
marcesens in cfu/m3. Twelve sample repeats were carried out at each 12 locations spread over
three distinct experiments.
Deposition of bioaerosol particles on the chamber floor was measured for comparison with the
Langrangian particle tracking model. In these experiments 21 nutrient agar plates were spaced
out across the floor. The room was ventilated at a constant rate of 3 ac/h for 3 hours with
bacteria injected as above for the first 1.5 hours. Air samples were taken every 20 minutes
(equivalent to 1 air change rate). The air samples followed the same procedure as above but
used only one sampling point close to outlet A. Following the experiment all the plates were
incubated for 24 hours at 37°C and the colonies counted.
2.2 Numerical Airflow Simulation
CFD simulations were carried out using Fluent 6.2 (ANSYS). All models were based on the basic
geometry of the experimental test chamber with some variation (Figure 1). The computational
grid varied slightly due to these variations. However, for all models it was in the region of
approximately 600,000 tetrahedral cells with refinement around the boundaries and bacterial
source. Grid dependency and mesh quality was ensured. A standard k-ε turbulence model was 
used with enhanced wall treatment and a no slip condition applied at the wall. Two different air
flow regimes (A and B) were applied as shown in Figure 1. In ventilation regime A the low-wall
supply air inlet was defined as a series of velocity profiles to represent the angled louvers and
the high-wall extract as a zero pressure boundary. In ventilation regime B the ceiling mounted
four-way diffuser was represented as a box that projected 60 mm into the space with a velocity
boundary condition on each side on the box angled at 45°. The ceiling mounted extract was
again defined as a zero pressure boundary in models 1 and 2, and with a negative pressure in
model 3. Three models were developed to achieve the study objectives as follows:
Model 1: The simulation was designed to replicate the conditions in the experimental studies.
The model was treated as isothermal as there were no heat sources and the incoming air
7temperature and humidity was controlled. The ventilation was regime A only, and simulations
were carried out at three air exchange rates; 3, 6 and 12ac/h.
Model 2: The second model was used to carry out the numerical validation of the zonal source
concept. The geometry was as model 1, and the simulations were again isothermal. In this case
ventilation regimes A and B were both considered with all simulations at an air change rate of 6
ac/h.
Model 3: The final study applied the concept to a realistic room scenario. The model was
refined to include a table, bed including reposed patient and sink in order to represent an
isolation room (Figure 2). Heat sources were applied to the lights (50W/m2) and the patients
(60W/m2). The air change rate was 10ac/h with an extract of -10pa in line with UK design
guidance for isolation rooms [40].
Figure 2: Isolation room geometry (model 3)
For all models second order discretisation of the governing equations was used and solutions
found using a segregated implicit solver. Convergence was defined when residuals were less
than 5 x 10 -4 and the net imbalance of mass flow was less than 0.1%. The airflow is solved in
steady state, although for the numerical validation there is a need to solve the time dependent
release and transport of bioaerosols this is based on a steady state solution to the air flow.
2.3 Bioaerosol Transport
As bioaerosols in the hospital environment can range from being droplet nuclei less than 1µm
in diameter to flakes of skin squame between 4 and 22µm [12,41] a range of particle sizes was
8required in the modelling studies. Model 1 validates bioaerosol transport against experimental
studies using a nebulizer designed to produce aerosols with a mass median diameter of 2.5µm
and a geometric standard deviation of 1.8 [42]. In model 2, for the numerical validation and
application, the simulations considered particles sized 5µm and 10µm to represent skin
squame.
Passive Scalar Model
Since the injected mass median diameter in the experiments is 2.5µm and aerosols are likely to
evaporate further it is reasonable to assume the particles will follow the behaviour of a passive
scalar and can therefore be represented using the scalar transport equation:
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Here  is the concentration of microorganisms per unit volume (quantity.m-3); u is the velocity
vector (u,v,w) of the air (m.s-1); and  is the diffusivity (kg.m-1.s-1). Natural decay of viable
microorganisms in the space is not considered in this case. The diffusivity of the bio-aerosols is
set to 1x10-7 kg.m-1.s-1 to represent the low diffusion of particles.
Langrangian Particle Tracking Model
In order to study the transport and deposition of larger particles a Lagrangian model is adopted
where the trajectory of a particle is found by considering the change in particle velocity (up) due
to the particles inertia, gravity, and drag forces
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The first term on the right hand side )( pD uuF  is the drag force per unit particle mass. u is
the velocity and DF is defined using the spherical drag law (equation (3)). The second term
represents the gravitational force where g is the gravitational acceleration and  is the
density. Fx is used to incorporate additional forces and equals zero in this study. The subscript
term p refers to the particle and unsubscripted terms refer to the air.
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9Where is the  molecular viscosity of the fluid, pd is the diameter of the particle, Re the
Reynolds number and DC the drag coefficient for spherical particles. A Discrete Random Walk
(DRW) model is used to account for the effect of turbulent dispersion on the particle
trajectories. This includes the fluctuating component of the velocity due to turbulence u’ to
provide the instantaneous fluid velocity u as shown in equation 5. The fluctuating component is
assumed to be isotropic and to follow a Gaussian distribution. It can therefore be expressed
based on the turbulent kinetic energy, k, and a random number, ζ as given in equation 6
'uuu  (5)
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2.4 Injection Definition
For each of the three objectives outlined above it was necessary to consider different types of
injection. These are summarised in Table 1 for scalar sources. For numerical validation two
cases are considered. Case x-x spans the room in the x direction, and z-z in the z direction as
detailed in the table. The transient source in these cases is defined as a small cube that moves
through the space, and the zonal source encompasses the entire volume the transient source
moves through.
Table 1: Definition of airflow and geometry of bioaerosol sources for all models. In all cases a small
momentum source is applied to expel the bioaerosols into the air
Objective Airflow Injection
Regime AC/h Name Size Location
1.Experimental validation of
modelling techniques for
bioaerosol transport
A 3, 6,
and
12
Point Source
Linear Source
0.1m3
0.1x0.1x1.2m
Central on plan, at
height of 1.15m
Spanning from centre
to x=0.45m
2.Numerical validation of the
concept of the zonal source
A and B 6 Point Source
Zonal Source
Case z-z
Case x-x
Transient Source
Case z-z
Case x-x
0.1m3
0.1x0.1x3.0m
0.1x0.1x3.6m
0.1m3
Central on plan, at
height of 1.15m
Spanning from: z=0.42
to 3.42
and x=0.33 to 3.93
Travelling at 1.2 x10-
3m/s:
-from z=0.42 to 3.42
-from x=0.33 to 3.93
3.Sensitivity analysis and
application
B 10 Point Source x 9
Zonal Source
Case Zu (x3)
Case Zl (x3)
0.1m3
1.8x0.5x0.1,0.
4 or 0.7
2.0x1.1x0.4,0.
7 or1.0
See Figure 3
Above patient,
Above bed and
encompassing patient
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Passive scalar models all assumed a constant release of 500cfu/s with a momentum source of
0.1N.m-3, over the source zone throughout the simulation. Transient simulations were run for
the entire time it took the source to traverse the space, 3600 and 2600 seconds for the x-x and
z-z source respectively. The bioaerosol concentrations in the room were exported every 100
seconds to calculate the time averaged results at each cell for comparison to the steady state
models.
The particle tracking used the same source definitions as given in Table 1 except sources are
points, or lines, passing through the centre of the volumes for model 1 and 2. All sources
released at least 6700 spherical particles for each size range, as a sensitivity study indicated this
was adequate. An uncoupled solution for particle tracking was used. For the transient source
100 particles were injected per time step (1s during injection) and the total number injected
then used for the equivalent zonal and point source. Tracking was run for a further 18000
seconds to ensure the majority of particles were removed from the air either by extraction or
deposition. With the zonal and point source the solutions were run for 1.5x105 steps after
injection to ensure less than 10% particles remained suspended in the air.
For the experimental validation the particle sizes used were based on the manufacturers’
literature [42] for the Collison nebulizer as discussed in 2.3, with sizes between 0.78 and 9 µm,
injected with a mass flow rate of 10-9kg/s and a density of 1000kg/s. For the later numerical
validation and application particles of 5 and 20 µm in diameter were defined.
The sensitivity analysis conducted with model 3 was based on 15 different sources. Nine point
sources were located over the top of the bed at a height of 1.4m along the centre line, and
1.2m along the edge of the bed (Figure 3). Six zonal sources of varying size were defined
around the bed the dimensions of which are described in Table 1. Three sources labelled Zu
cover only the top of the patient, and three sources labelled Zl cover the bed and the patient.
The three variations are changes in height of the source. For particle tracking 3 simulations
were carried out for each source definition with particle diameters of either 5, 14, or 20µm.
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Figure 3: Plan view of model 3 (isolation room), showing point source (A-I)and sampling
locations (S1, S2, S3)
3. Results
3.1 Experimental Validation of CFD methodology
Figures 4-6 show the comparisons between the experimental measurements of bioaerosol
concentration and the CFD results. These show the concentrations exported from the
simulations along three lines alongside the equivalent experimental samples at a height of
1.15m (see Figure 1). Results are normalized in order to compare the pattern of dispersal
between the simulations and experiments. For the experimental data a normalised value was
found for each experiment and the average of all three experiments used for comparison. For
the simulations the values are normalised using the average from all three lines. As can be seen
in Figures 4-6 there is a large variation in bioaerosol measurements which is likely to be due to
loss of viability during nebulisation and sampling. However, despite this variation there is clear
tendency for the simulation to follow the same dispersion pattern as found experimentally. In
both simulations and experiments there is a tendency for the contaminant to be entrained into
the inlet air stream at higher air change rates (Figure 7). This pull towards the inlet was also
confirmed using smoke tests. It was not possible to take experimental samples directly at the
source, although based on interpolation it appears that there is a tendency to overestimate the
concentration at this location in the simulations which has previously been noted by Zhang et
al. [26].
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Figure 4: Normalised concentrations from the CFD simulations (lines) compared to
experimental samples (points with error bars) along 3 separate lines passing through the test
chamber for test run at 6 ac/h using a central point source
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Figure 5: Normalised concentrations from the CFD simulations (lines) compared to
experimental samples (points with error bars) along 3 separate lines passing through the test
chamber for test run at 12 ac/h using a central point source
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Figure 6: Normalised concentrations from the CFD simulations (lines) compared to
experimental samples (points with error bars) along 3 separate lines passing through the test
chamber for test run at 6 ac/h using a linear source
15
Figure 7: Contours of bioaerosols from the linear source. Values on plane y = 1.15m a)
experimental results, b) CFD results. c) Plume showing 3D dispersal pattern from CFD results.
Orientation as plan view in Figure 1
The experimental deposition of microorganisms on the floor was calculated as a percentage of
the total airborne count. This was quantified by extrapolating from the summation of all air
samples. The airborne count was not calculated from the nebulizer concentration as the
nebulising process can cause a significant loss of viability [41]. The deposited fraction was then
found by averaging the number of colonies formed on each of the 24 plates, and multiplying up
to assume the same deposition over the whole floor. In the CFD simulations the total number of
particles depositing on the floor was found as a fraction of the injected quantity. Deposition
values were found by a exporting data for the time and co-ordinates of particles “trapped” on
the floor zone. Comparison between experimental and CFD depositions are shown in Table 2.
Once the DRW model was incorporated the values of deposition were of the same order of
magnitude as the experimental values.
Table 2: Deposited particle fractions found experimentally and using LPT based on bulk flow or
incorporating the DRW model.
Experimental Bulk Flow DRW
Percentage deposited 9.1 0.4 14.2
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3.2 Numerical Validation of the Zonal Source
As discussed in section 1 the zonal source seeks to represent the transient release of bacteria
over the time and space in which the activity occurs, creating a zone with a consistent average
bioaerosol release spread across it. The purpose of this source is to represent the average
behaviour of a complex release from a source that moves through the space and hence is a
replacement for a time dependant simulation of a transient source that moves through the
zone. The numerical validation therefore compares the dispersion of bioaerosol from a zonal
source in a steady state model with that from an injection of bacteria which moves through a
zone. A point source simulation is also used for comparison
The transient source is compared to both the point and zonal source for the two airflow
regimes at 6ac/h across two planes in Figures 8-11 with relevant correlation coefficients given
in Table 3. Spearmanns Rho correlation was used as the data did not follow a Gaussian
distribution. The results from the transient source were averaged over 2600 seconds based on
results exported every 100 seconds. Correlations were then carried out using the values in
comparable cells, based on over 10,000 cells. It is clear from the figure that the zonal source
more accurately represents the transient source than a single point source. The point source
heavily over estimates the concentrations in certain locations. More importantly on the sample
plane at 1.60m the spread of values is much greater using the point source, whereas the zonal
source much more accurately follows the time averaged results from the transient source
(Figures 9 and 11).
Table 3: Comparison of concentration contours between Transient source and Zonal or Point source
models using Spearmann’s Rho correlation coefficients. The number of nodes used in the calculation is
shown in the table, and all values are significant to < 0.05 level.
Number
of Nodes
Zonal and
Transient Source
Spearmann’s Rho
Point and
Transient
Source
Spearmann’s
Rho
Ventilation Regime A
z-z Source Y=1.15m 13405 0.97 0.75
Y=1.60m 10688 0.98 0.81
x-x Source Y=1.15m 13800 0.96 0.54
Y=1.60m 10690 0.94 0.67
Ventilation Regime B
z-z Source Y=1.15m 11180 0.97 0.67
Y=1.60m 9111 0.97 0.65
x-x Source Y=1.15m 11800 0.99 0.55
Y=1.60m 9111 0.99 0.45
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Figure 8: Scatterplots showing comparisons between the time averaged dispersion from a
transient source and a zonal or point source on the plane y=1.15m with source case x-x
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Figure 9: Scatterplots showing comparisons between the time averaged dispersion from a
transient source and a zonal or point source on the plane y=1.60m with source
case x-x
19
Figure 10: Scatterplots showing comparisons between the time averaged dispersion from a
transient source and a zonal or point source on the plane y=1.15m with source case z-z
20
Figure 11: Scatterplots showing comparisons between the time averaged dispersion from a
transient source and a zonal or point source on the plane y=1.60m with source case z-z
Using the Lagrangian particle tracking model the total deposited fraction was calculated and
compared as well as comparing the pattern of deposition across the floor. The pattern of
deposition was based on the concentration of particles depositing in 0.2m2 zones. The total
deposition is comparable between all sources as shown in Table 4, however the deposition
from the transient source in Regime B is higher. Figure 12 compares the pattern of deposition
from the simulations across the room for particles sized 5 and 10µm. It is clear the transient
source results in a greater deposition towards the inlet but overall there is similarity to the
zonal source.
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Table 4: Particle Deposition as a percentage of injected for each source definition
Zonal Transient Point
Regime A
Source x-x 54 54 56
Source z-z 70 69 71
Regime B
Source x-x 67 94 55
Source z-z 59 68 56
Figure 12 Deposition patterns across the chamber floor for (a) 5μm and (b) 10µm particles for 
(i) transient, (ii) Zonal and (iii) Point source respectively. Results shown for ventilation regime B
and the z-z source. Orientation as plan view in Figure 1.
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3.3 Application and sensitivity of the zonal source
In order to assess the sensitivity of the zonal source geometry and the point source location the
scalar concentration at three points around the bed (Figure 3) was determined for each of the
15 sources. Figure 13 shows the concentrations at the three sample points and the variation
between the point sources, and the zonal sources separately. It is clear that the risk at position
S2 varied greatly depending on the source position, moving the source only 0.5m gives a very
different concentration pattern as can be seen in Figure 14 with concentration changing from
96 to 24 cfu.m-3.
Figure 13: Average and range (error bars) of concentrations found at each sample point in
model 3 for all point and zonal source definitions.
Figure 14: Contours of bioaerosols from two point sources released at point B (left) and E (right)
23
For the particle tracking model Figure 15 shows the wide variation in the quantity of particles
extracted from the space using a point source in comparison to the zonal source. The influence
of source location appears to increase with particle size, with the 20m particles results
showing a difference of nearly 80% depending on the location of the point source. However,
the variation caused by changing the size of the zonal source is also over 20% for these larger
particles which although less is still significant.
Figure 15: Average and range of particles extracted in three size ranges from the room using
different point source locations, or zonal source dimensions.
4. Discussion
It is common practice to represent the source of bioaerosols in hospital ward models by a
central point source at the head of the bed, however it should be recognised that significant
hospital pathogens such as MRSA can colonise the skin and become dispersed into the air
during regular nursing activities These releases of bacteria occur across large spatial areas and
are subject to a significant amount of variation. Asingle transient simulation of such a release
would only represent one possible scenario, whereas in reality there are infinite variations in
the transient release due to the nature of the human behaviour. Therefore it is useful to be
able to represent the average dispersion pattern of such releases and the above study has
demonstrated how this type of dispersal may be approximated in a steady state CFD model The
results presented suggest that a zonal source is likely to yield more realistic results than a point
source for such releases, however it should be acknowledged that the findings are not based
on an axhaustive study and the zonal source should be used with care. Some of theey
limitations of the study are outlined further in the discussion below.
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4.1 Experimental Validation of the CFD methodology
The experimental validations shown here are important as they present controlled
experimental conditions designed to directly mimic the CFD model incorporating bioaerosol
transport, as opposed to validating simulated bioaerosol transport to tracer gases which is
more common. They also consider the pattern of dispersal across the space, indicating areas of
higher or lower risk, rather than a total or representative biological count in the room. Since the
experiments were carried out using microorganisms there was a large amount of variation in
sampled counts between locations. However despite this the simulations gave a reasonable
representation of the results. The contour plots (Figure 7) show clearly the similarities between
the model and the experimental results and in particular the tendency for the bioaerosols to be
entrained towards the inlet air stream in both cases. The CFD simulation shows a ‘safe’ zone
down the side of the room, with a much lower level of contamination than is shown in the
experimental results. This is mainly due to the lower resolution in the experimental data where
concentrations were not measured close to the wall.
Although the k-ε turbulence model is well validated for use to simulate bulk air flow, this is not 
the case for particle tracking simulation, and particularly deposition. In fact the assumption of
isotropic turbulence has been found to overestimate the deposition of small particles <1µm in
diameter [32], with results becoming more realistic as inertial forces dominate with large
particles. There is a lack of literature presenting experimental data on the deposition of
bioaerosols however there have been some attempts to validate the deposition of particles.
Leduc and Fredriksson [43] replicated the deposition within a particle sampler and found the
RNG turbulence model gave improved results for the deposition of particles <1µm. However in
this study of a full scale room no significant difference was found for the deposition with the
two different turbulence models for particles this size. Rui et al [35] attempted to correlate the
simulated deposition of bioaerosols to the transport of bacteria that occurred during a knee
surgery. However the level of movement present in the real situation is attributed to lack of
correlation between the two scenarios.
In the study presented here bioaerosol deposition was measured in a room-size test chamber,
under controlled conditions, to ensure the simulations were directly comparable to the
experiments. The study considered the overall deposition of a range of particles with a mass
median diameter of 2.5µm and found the results to be comparable between the simulation and
experiments, but only when the DRW model was incorporated into the particle tracking model.
Since the aim of the zonal source is to simulate average behaviour of a bioaerosol source it may
be expected that using simply the effect of the bulk airflow on the particle would provide
adequate results. However, without incorporating the DRW model the deposition was
significantly underestimated. These results are promising, indicating that simple passive scalar
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and particle tracking approaches within steady state CFD models may be used to understand
the behaviour of bioaerosols. However to understand the effect of turbulence on smaller
particles further work is required. The validation also does not consider the pattern of
deposition across the space which is important to understand where pathogenic particles may
land and cause reservoirs of infection within a ward. However this study provides an important
step in validating CFD models to the airborne dispersion and the total deposition of bioaerosols
within a room.
4.2 Numerical validation of the zonal source
Although the increase in computing power has meant the impact of occupant movement on
airflow is beginning to be incorporated within CFD models, it would be impossible to model all
the variations in nurse, or patient movement and the resulting bacteria release. The zonal
source is an attempt to respond to this situation by providing a way of representing an
important source of bacteria in a hospital in a manner which represents the inherent
assumptions required when simulating such a scenario. It is clear from the numerical simulation
described above that the average behaviour of the steady state zonal source correlates very
well to the average behaviour of a transient source. Therefore this simple representation of the
dispersal could provide valuable results to improve understanding of bioaerosol transport
within hospitals. As well as taking significantly less time and effort to generate the simulation,
the simple results from a steady state simulation convey the average behaviour of the scenario
rather than presenting misleadingly complex results from a transient model of an uncertain
situation. Although the point source showed a reasonable representation of the moving source
in one of the air flow regimes the results exhibited more case dependence than the zonal
source. Since it is not possible to know whether it would be representative without carrying out
transient simulations for comparison it should be assumed that the point source will not be
suitable for simulating the release of bacteria during activity that has a significant spatial
component, as in certain air flow regimes it can give highly erroneous results. However, despite
the clear improvement in correlation to the time averaged dispersal with the zonal source this
validation only represents an initial test with a continuous release from a single point source
traversing the space with a constant speed. The zonal source has not been compared to a point
source with different velocities , directional changes, or one whose injection concentration
varies in time. Equally, although the point source shows much greater case dependency this is
based on only two airflow regimes. With other ventilation configurations such as local extract
or displacement ventilation the results may differ.
4.3 Application and sensitivity of bioaerosol sources
CFD may be used within a space to optimise design or compare the risk to patients and staff
with different ventilation regimes and room layout [14,20,44]. However with certain regimes,
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particularly when there is less mixing, the location of the source can have a significant effect on
the evaluated risk reduction. This is important because patients themselves move, as do
hospital beds. It is therefore quite feasible that the location of the bioaerosol source will move.
Small movements of source location, particularly with strong directional airflows can have large
effects on the risk to HCWs as shown in the sensitivity study. As such it is imperative to carry
out sensitivity studies to understand how the risk evaluation changes with source location.
The geometry of the zone in which bacteria is released during activity will vary each time the
activity is performed. For instance every time a bed is made the movements will vary to some
extent. Therefore an exact zone can never be defined, and it is important to understand the
implications that the assumption of zone size and shape will make. Considering Figure 13 and
15, the zonal source gives reasonably similar results for changes in volume over the top of the
bed. However when the source is very thin there are very high concentration values near the
bed and with the particle tracking model there is much greater deposition onto the bed. Since
the turbulence model is known to overestimate the velocities perpendicular to the wall [32] it is
not surprising that when all the particles are injected 2 or less cells away the rates of deposition
are high. Care should therefore be taken to ensure the zonal source is thicker than the width of
two cells.
The zonal source in the sensitivity study only considered activities occurring over the bed such
as bedmaking which has long been recognised as dispersing large amounts of bacteria into the
air [10]. Through observations on a four bed hospital bay the authors found that the highest
levels of airborne bioaerosols corresponded to dealing physically with the patients which
occurred behind curtains and either on, or next to the bed [45]. By using the zonal source in
such situations it is possible to improve understanding of the risk of infectious particles
travelling to other patients’ areas and being deposited on other beds or side tables where they
may be responsible for indirect contact transmission. This study has only assessed the
sensitivity of such a source for bedmaking, and hence use for other activities should be carried
out with due consideration for the realism of the geometry and the sensitivity of the solution to
variation in geometry.
This paper has discussed the dispersion of bacteria during nursing activities, however these
activities also affect the air flow in the space promoting mixing and the movement of infectious
material between areas particularly in situations with low mixing [46] such as local exhaust or
displacement ventilation where the directionality, or thermal stratification is the design intent
[47,48]. There are attempts to incorporate human movement into airflow models e.g [37].
However despite being more accurate and detailed for the single motion that is being simulated
these will not provide a good understanding of how an isolation room performs in practice
when the nurse will move in many different ways. Brohus et al [49] recognised this and
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attempted to replicate both the average and worse case scenario of HCWs movement within a
steady state model of an operating theatre. He created zones with sources of momentum for
the person moving through the space. Following this initial validation of time averaging to
represent the dispersal of bacteria due to movement it would be beneficial to link this with the
ideas laid out in Brohus et al. [49] to incorporate both the effects on bacterial dispersal and the
resulting changes to the air flow from the nursing activities within a ward.
5. Conclusion
Both passive scalar transport and particle tracking models within a steady state CFD simulation
have been shown to compare well to the overall pattern of airborne spatial distribution and
total deposition of bioaerosols in a ventilated space. The experimental comparison is limited to
the behaviour of small diameter (~2.5 m) bioaerosols and loss of viability generates large
variability in the experimental data. However, the results give increased confidence that both
approaches are appropriate for representing the dispersion of airborne pathogens in indoor
environments.
The zonal source has been shown to provide a good representation of the time averaged
dispersion of a transient source using passive scalar transport and to be representative of total
deposition and extraction of particles when using a particle tracking approach with a DRW
model for the cases presented here. A point source was not a good representation of a
transient source, except in specific flow patterns.
It is recommended that when using CFD to understand the effect of hospital ward design and
ventilation methods the pathogen source should be carefully considered. If the space is not
only for respiratory patients, it is necessary to consider the dispersal of bacteria from other
sources including nursing activities. For this situation a zonal source encompassing the area of
activity may give a better representation of the average risk. Even in situations where the space
is being specifically designed for respiratory diseases, such as TB, it is necessary to consider the
sensitivity of the source location especially when using directional ventilation systems.
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